The 2015 International Congress on Ultrasonics took place (May 11-14), in Metz, France. It was hosted by the
American University Georgia Tech Lorraine, in collaboration with the Société Française d’Acoustique, and the
Belgian President of the Congress, Nico Declercq, welcomed us warmly, a hundred years after Paul Langevin
developed his SONAR, with a part of his speech dedicated to all of us earthlings whose families have suffered
during World War I. I usually do not like opening ceremonies, and I rarely attend them, but I must admit I was
touched by his speech, and even more by the musical performance Ms Françoise Vanhecke gave afterwards as a
« homage to the souls we’ve lost through the eyes of music and the voice of images ».

From the “2015 ICU Metz photo gallery”, on http://www.icultrasonics.org/.

On the other hand, Tuesday evening was dedicated to the music of the future, with the new instrument Veme®
played during the concert, after the demonstration of the Cantor Digitalis, a voice synthesizer that had received
the 1st prize in the Margareth Guthman Musical Instrument Competition in February!
I had announced, during the opening ceremony, the meeting of the EAA TC “Ultrasound”, that was to be held on
Tuesday noon ; but, … the thing is, …I forgot to attend, as I went to lunch with a student of my lab who needed
de-stressing before her first conference in English ! (By the way, R., you did great!) Victor Sánchez Morcillo
(victorsm@upv.es), President of the TC, will give a report of that meeting in the EAA next newsletter (July) as
well as on the TC website, https://www.euracoustics.org/technical-committees/tc-on-ultrasound.
RWB Stephens Prizes have been awarded to students having presented outstanding papers (oral or posters), and
were delivered during the closing ceremony by Pr Sachse and Pr Every. You will learn more on them in the next
EAA

newsletter,

but

you

can

see

photos

of

them

at

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/dt2bgnoxdjqocof/AAA8JYrb9Id0aFoVytRxvEq1a/2015-0514%20ICU%20Metz%20Thursday/2015-0514g%20Closing%20Ceremony%20with%202017%20ICU%20announcement%20Thursday?dl=0! (Thanks Sid
Ali (Mansoura), I took your place to receive your award, as you had to go back to our lab before the ceremony,
so I am the old one of the photos, among all youth!)
The sessions took place in 9 different rooms, all of them in the very nice Arsenal of Metz. People from the
Arsenal were everywhere to help find a room and there were 2 of them in each room to help download a
presentation or with any possible technical problem. Thanks to all of them, every session I have attended went
smoothly. Thanks also John (Fritsch) for your everlasting welcoming smile and patience with those of us who
always had some awfully complicated problem to be solved in less than 2 minutes!
OK, Science, now. Nico said about 700 conferences and posters were given during the congress. There were
NDE/NDT/SHM and medical ultrasound sessions on each day, but lots of different topics were discussed as well
in other sessions, and it was difficult to decide which one to attend. The Program Book we were given on our
arrival and the voluminous Abstract Book on the website did not help much, but the separate sheets of paper, one
for each day, that summarized the sessions of that day, did help a lot!

Great idea for next congresses (?)
Personally, I felt frustrated on Thursday, as I was scheduled in the “Inhomogeneous media” session that was at
the same time as a “Metamaterials” one I would have liked to attend. Why have those two sessions on the same
morning, when all metamaterials I can think about are inhomogeneous media ?
But I am typical French, always complaining : most of the people I’ve talked with acknowledged that you cannot
please everyone. Had this one “Metamaterials” session been placed on a more fitting day in my opinion, there
would certainly have been another me complaining they had to miss an interesting session.
So, conclusion : too many wonderful sessions !

